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 “Captain, we’re being hailed,” reported Cadet Cassie Koester. 

 “Open a channel,” the cadet sitting in the center seat of the Sovereign-class bridge ordered.  As Cadet 

Koester complied, a static-distorted voice filled the space. 

 “This is the Kobayashi Maru, nineteen periods out of Altair VI.”  Cassie’s eyes widened in shock.  She 

turned around and looked at the ‘captain’ with worry.  Cadet Morton looked back at Cassie with an expression that 

said, ‘We’ll discuss this later,’ as the voice coming through the speakers continued.  “We have struck a gravitic mine 

and have lost all power.” 

 “Kobayashi Maru, this is the starship Enterprise,” Morton responded.  “We are currently in Gamma Hydra 

section 15.  What is your current location?” 

 Again, a burst of static filled the speakers.  When it cleared, the voice was responding, “…currently located 

in Gamma Hydra section 10.  Our hull is penetrated and we have sustained many casualties.  Can you assist us, 

Enterprise?  Can you assist us?” 

 “Captain, Gamma Hydra section 10 is deep within the Romulan Neutral Zone,” Lieutenant Kell Perim, an 

actual member of Captain Data’s Enterprise crew standing watch as the simulator helmsman sitting next to Cassie, 

reported. 

 “Yeah, there’s a big surprise,” Morton remarked with disgust.  “What data do we have on the Kobayashi 

Maru?” 

 “Subject vessel is a class-3 neutronic fuel carrier capable of also carrying passengers,” Cadet Koester 

responded.  “According to the manifest on record, it is currently embarking 300 passengers and a crew of 15.  Cargo 

includes 300 metric tones of neutronic fuel.” 

 “I’m surprised she didn’t simply blow up when they struck the mine,” Morton remarked.  “Sciences, what’s 

the likelihood of any warbirds in the vicinity?” 

 “Considering the reputation of this simulation, I would say 100%,” remarked Cadet Velez under her breath 

before saying aloud, “Sensors are not indicating any Romulan vessels in the sector, Captain.  But that doesn’t mean 

there aren’t any cloaked vessels out there.” 

 “I agree,” Morton replied.  “Man ship for battlestations.  Raise shields but do not arm weapons systems.  

We don’t want to appear provocative if any Romulan vessels are…” 

 “Captain, just crossing into the Neutral Zone is provocation enough for the Romulans,” Cadet Luther, the 

simulation’s executive officer said.  Morton simply glared at his XO as he gave his next order. 

 “Helm, plot an intercept course on the Kobayashi Maru.  Ops, stand by to open hailing frequencies the 

moment we have any indication a cloaked vessel is decloaking.  Make sure they know we’re on a rescue mission and 

nothing more.”  As both Perim and Koester acknowledged their orders, Morton looked at his XO once again, then 

said, “Take us into the Neutral Zone, helm.” 

 “Distance to Kobayashi Maru: 145 million kilometers,” reported tactical officer Lt Commander Daniels, 

another one of the actual Enterprise crew who was helping with the simulation.  “Still no indication of Romulan 

vessels, cloaked or otherwise, on sensors.” 

 “Very good.” 

 As the simulated Enterprise moved closer to the simulated stricken vessel, it started becoming visible on 

the main viewer. 

 “There she is!” Morton exclaimed in a celebratory fashion, pointing at the screen.  “Contact sickbay and 

prepare to beam aboard survivors.” 

 “Captain!” Lt Commander Daniels called out, causing a sinking feeling in Cadet Morton’s stomach.  “I’m 

detecting neutron radiation in the vicinity of the Enterprise.” 

 “It’s probably coming from the Maru,” Morton said, looking at Daniels as he continued to point at the ever-

growing ship on the viewer.  “The mine probably ripped open one of the neutronic fuel storage tanks and the leakage 

is what you’re detecting.” 

 “I’m detecting two distinct neutron radiation sources,” Daniels explained.  “One is in the vicinity of the 

Kobayashi Maru.” 

 Cadet Koester and Lt Perim exchanged glances as Morton asked, “And the second?” 



 It took a moment for Daniels to localize his sensor readings, but when he finally had his face showed an 

exaggerated look of shock as he nearly shouted, “Directly astern of us, Captain!” 

 “What?!?” 

 Before anyone could react, the bridge shook violently, knocking both Daniels and Velez off their feet, 

while on screen the stars directly behind the Maru wavered and a large green Warbird decloaked, opening fire on the 

small tanker vessel with disruptors.  The disruptor blast pierced the main storage tank and the Kobayashi Maru lit up 

like a halogen lightbulb.  Milliseconds later, the Maru ceased to exist. 

 “Two Romulan warbirds have decloaked and opened fire!” Koester reported.  “One forward, one directly 

aft.” 

 “Hail them!  Tell them we were on a rescue mission…,” Morton tried to order. 

 “Romulans are jamming all subspace frequencies,” Koester reported back. 

 “Arm all weapons!” 

 “Aft shields down to 30%,” Daniels reported, adding with an ‘I told you so’ sound to his voice, “It’s going 

to take at least thirty seconds to arm all phasers and torpedo launches.” 

 “Helm, get us out of here.  Buy us some time!” 

 “Helm is not responding,” Perim replied, pushing uselessly at the now darkened helm console just as 

another blast shook the entire bridge, sending sparks flying out of several consoles and Lt Commander Daniels 

flying into the nearby turbolift alcove, where he lay motionless. 

 “Aft shields have collapsed!” Koester reported as the forward warbird opened fire again, sending everyone 

tumbling forward either into their consoles or, as in the case of Morton and Luther, onto the deck. 

 “Reroute all power to the shields,” Morton ordered from his undignified position on the floor.  “Including 

life support.” 

 “Captain, forward and starboards shields are buckling,” Koester stated as alarms sounded throughout the 

bridge and more sparks erupted from overloading circuits.  The helm console exploded, sending Perim leaning in the 

direction of the ops console at a very uncomfortable-looking angle. 

 “Do we have any chance?” Morton asked. 

 “Captain,” Cassie Koester said, turning to look at her ‘CO’ on the deck.  “We’re dead in space.”  Her 

pronouncement was punctuated by another weapons strike on the simulated ship. 

 Morton sighed, then said, “To all hands: Abandon ship!” 

 As the klaxon started sounding throughout the bridge, a loud clunk was heard and the entire forward 

bulkhead of the bridge retracted six centimeters and then started sliding aside. 

 “An interesting strategy, Mister Morton,” Captain Data stated as he walked into the simulator.  “Believing 

the Romulans would give you the opportunity to prove your non-belligerence before attacking.”  He then looked 

down at his helm and tactical officers with golden eyes and said, “Commander?  Lieutenant?”  Both officers stood 

up, brushing dirt and burned pieces of the bridge off their uniforms before smiling at each other and heading out 

through the open wall.  Data then looked over the nervous-looking cadets still seated or standing at their stations and 

said, “Not the most original scenario I have come across, but not among the worst either.  Cadets, to briefing room 

six for post-mission debrief.” 

 As the cadets filed past the android officer and out into the hallway beyond, Cassie looked at her simulation 

CO and whispered under her breath, “You said the Kobayashi Maru was nothing but an urban legend!” 

 “That’s what my uncle the chief engineer told me!” Morton hissed back. 

 “And when did he graduate the Academy?” she asked. 

 “He didn’t.  He’s in the merchant fleet,” Morton said. 

 “Last time I listen to you over what Fleet Captain Koester tells me!” Cassie replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

Several Weeks Later 

 

 Training simulators and final training cruise now behind them, the Academy Class of 2387 were into their 

final exams.  It seemed the entire Academy Campus was nothing but study groups and lecture halls full of cadets 

trying to remember what they had learned nearly ten months earlier.  Finally, shortly after grades for the senior class 

were posted, graduation day arrived. 

 Cadet Cassie Koester knew it was a long-shot that anyone she knew from the starship Dauntless besides her 

‘lil sis,’ Cadet Gem Koester – who was one of the underclassmen that helped set up the Quad for the graduation 

commencement, would be in attendance, but she was still a little disappointed when her name was called and she 



walked across the stage, looked out in the audience and did not see Fleet Captain Peter Koester among the crowd of 

proud family attendees. 

 Her single new square pip was attached to the collar of her dress uniform by the Commandant of the 

Academy, who handed Cassie her diploma and shook her hand for the holopic before she returned to her seat near 

the front of the crowd.  Once the graduation was over, she returned to her dorm room, where two items were waiting 

on her desk.  The first was a padd containing her new orders.  Like most new ensigns, Cassie hoped for a deep space 

assignment aboard a prestigious front-line starship.  And like most new ensigns, she dreaded the possibility of 

having been assigned some planet-bound duty or service aboard some orbiting office complex.  She decided to look 

at the other item first, an isolinear optical chip containing a recorded holographic message. 

 Slipping the chip into the reader slot on her desk, she activated the message.  A moment later the full-sized 

image of a man with salt & pepper hair and the five squarish pips of a fleet captain on the rank insignia of his 

uniform chest appeared in the middle of the dorm room. 

 “Hi, Cassie,” said the recorded image of Peter Koester, commanding officer of the USS Dauntless.  “I wish 

I could have been there today, but as you are about to find out, sometimes duty comes before family.  But I wanted 

to offer my congratulations to Starfleet’s newest Ensign and my best wishes on her future assignments.  I’m sure 

we’ll bump into one another in the months and years to come.  But for the time being, I just wanted to make sure 

you knew how proud of you I am at this moment.  Good luck, and I’m sure I’ll see you soon.” 

 The image of Captain Koester smiled benevolently at Cassie for a moment before the message ended and 

the image faded.  Cassie smiled to herself bittersweetly, then contemplated activating the padd with her new orders 

for a moment before there was a knock on her door. 

 “Come,” she said aloud. 

 The door swung open and Midshipman 4
th

 Class Gem Koester walked in.  The younger girl immediately 

hugged her ‘big sis’ and offered her congratulations. 

 “I guess Dad wasn’t able to make it back to Earth for this?” Gem remarked. 

 “He sent his regrets and congratulations,” Cassie replied, holding the isolinear chip for Gem to see. 

 “So, where are you off to now?” 

 “I’m not sure.  They said we all get thirty days of leave as a reward for all the hard work we have put in 

over the last four years, mainly so the new officers can travel home and spend some time with their families before 

they report to their first assignment,” Cassie said.  “But you and Peter… Captain Koester are the only ‘family’ I 

have, so I’m not sure what I’m going to be doing for the next month.” 

 “No, what assignment did you get?” Gem asked eagerly. 

 “Oh.  I don’t know,” Cassie said with a nervous glance at the padd on her desk.  “I haven’t worked up the 

nerve to look at it yet.” 

 “Fine, let me,” Gem said, demanding the padd with her outstretched hand.  Cassie passed the padd to the 

younger cadet, who pressed the activation button on it.  She read it for a moment, making humming noises as she 

did. 

 After nearly a minute, Cassie had had enough, saying, “Well?  What does it say?” 

 Gem looked up at her ‘big sis’ and, after clearing her throat dramatically, started reading. 

 “Following your authorized thirty days leave, you are to report no later than stardate 64501.2 as Chief 

Engineer…” 

 “What?!?” Cassie started to say, her nervousness replaced by a combination of excitement and confusion.  

“What do you mean, chief engineer?” 

 “…aboard the Federation garbage scow Sanitation Vessel #27,” Gem concluded, then looked at Cassie with 

a rather pleased expression, saying with a somewhat bored tone, “Wow.  Chief engineer.  Not bad for a newly 

graduated…” 

 “Let me see that!” Cassie nearly shouted as she grabbed the padd right out of Gem’s hands and started 

reading it herself.  “This says nothing about chief engineer aboard a garbage scow!  Blah… blah… blah… thirty 

days… blah… blah… blah… report no later than 64501.2… as operations officer aboard the USS Dauntless NCC-

75310, currently assigned to the Fifth Fleet area of responsibility!”  Cassie then practically squealed with delight as 

what she read started sinking in. 

 “Congratulations, Ensign Koester,” Gem offered again, hugging the older woman tightly. 

 “Do you think Peter had anything to do with me getting these orders?” Cassie asked when she had finally 

calmed down slightly. 

 “I’ve heard Dad say several times that starship captains have a lot of influence into where newly graduated 

ensigns are assigned.  That’s how he got Mister Hyland and Mister Faggio the year after their training cruise aboard 

the Dauntless.  So yeah, I’m pretty sure he arranged it.” 



 “I hope he’s not too soft on me once I get there,” Cassie remarked, a slight look of worry on her face.  “I 

wouldn’t want any of the crew to think he was playing favorites.” 

 “What makes you think you’re his favorite?” Gem replied with an evil grin before adding, “Actually, if I 

were you, I wouldn’t be surprised if he treated you more strictly than most just because of his relationship with 

you.” 

 Cassie nodded before then asking, “You have any plans for the afternoon?” 

 “Not really,” replied Gem.  “The Quad is cleaned up.  I finished my last final exam yesterday.  Just waiting 

for the grades to be posted.  Why?” 

 “I feel like celebrating.  Want to go into the city for dinner tonight?” 

 “You buying?  After all, you’re the one making the ensign’s pay now.” 

 “Fine.  I’ll buy,” Cassie replied as she started getting out of her stiff dress uniform and into an outfit of 

civilian clothes.  “Chinese?” 

 “How about seafood?” 

 “I dunno.  Fisherman’s Wharf is always so crowded on the weekends.  How about that new Vulcan 

vegetarian place over on 3
rd

 Street?” 

 “Not really in the mood for vegetarian.  There’s that Klingon restaurant that opened last year on Presidio 

Avenue.” 

 “Actually, that sounds pretty good right about now,” Cassie agreed. 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 64506.7 

Starship USS Dauntless 

Sector 50119 

 

 Ensign Cassie Koester was nervous as the turbolift ascended the shaft toward the bridge.  She had reported 

aboard the starship two days earlier and had spent the time since arriving being assigned quarters, a duty shift, and 

meeting the officers and crew she would be working most closely with – including Chief of Operations Lieutenant 

Thomas Riker – and settling into the routine of the starship.  Now, after a brief conversation with the starship’s 

Chief of the Boat, Master Chief Pono Kyman, she was on her way to the captain’s ready room for her final check-in 

interview with the Captain himself. 

 The turbolift slowed to a stop and the doors swished open.  Though she had visited the bridge of the 

Dauntless on numerous occasions, both in dreams and as an Academy cadet, it was the first time she was walking 

onto the bridge as a commissioned Starfleet officer, and the butterflies in her stomach started fluttering anew.  With 

effort, she finally stepped out, walking past the tactical and science consoles, glancing at the yellow/tan-skinned man 

with the semi-pointed ears sitting in the command chair. 

 “Welcome aboard Ca…  I mean, Ensign,” Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo greeted as she walked past.  

“The Captain is in his ready room.” 

 “Thank you, Commander,” the Ensign replied as she walked over to the ready room doors and, taking one 

last deep breath, pressed the chime. 

 “Come,” said an authoritative voice from inside just before the doors swished open and Cassie entered. 

 “Ahh.  Ensign Koester,” the captain said as she walked in.  “Please have a seat.  Can I get you anything?  

Tea?  Water?” 

 “No, thank you, Captain,” Cassie replied as she sat down in one of the chairs in front of the desk. 

 Captain Koester activated his monitor screen, which rose up out of the desktop, displaying Cadet Cassie 

Koester’s Starfleet Academy Transcript. 

 “I’ve been monitoring your progress during your time at the Academy.  I was quite pleased with your 

grades and achievements.  You performed exceptionally well during your simulator courses and your third-year 

training cruise.”  The praise from her mentor caused Cassie to smile, a smile that quickly disappeared when Captain 

Koester added, “However…” 

 “However…?” Cassie prompted. 

 “You and your simulator command crew’s reaction during your final simulation leaves a little to be desired.  

After everything I warned you that was coming…!” 

 “I will not negate my own responsibility for what occurred during the final simulator mission, but I would 

like to point out that our Cadet Captain had his own thoughts on the subject that were in contrast to mine,” Cassie 

explained. 



 “He didn’t believe the Kobayashi Maru scenario was real?” 

 “No, he didn’t.  Called it an urban legend.” 

 “And you simply went along with it?” 

 “No.  I told the whole crew what you had told me about the Kobayashi Maru; that it was real and that no 

one had ever beaten it…” 

 “With one exception!” Koester pointed out. 

 “…But the simulator instructors insisted we had to act like an actual command crew, which meant when 

Morton decided he was right and the No-Win Scenario was just a myth, we had to play along.  I was ready to 

strangle him the moment I heard the voice announce they were the Kobayashi Maru over the speakers.” 

 Koester nodded as he listened to his newest officer’s explanation.  Then he said, “You know, of course, 

there was nothing you could have done that would have ensured your ship and crew’s survival in that simulator 

scenario, right?” 

 “Yes, sir.  It’s a test of character for the crew, particularly the captain.” 

 “Well, in my opinion, that is the one test you failed.” 

 “But…,” Cassie stammered, not sure what to say.  “But, the instructors told us we passed!” 

 “As a crew, yes you passed.  You did your duty as you saw fit at the time, in spite of the fact you knew it 

could result in the loss of your entire ship and crew.  But in my opinion, you as an individual failed the test of 

character.”  When Cassie still looked confused, Koester explained further.  “You had certain knowledge that the rest 

of your command crew did not possess.  Yet when it came time to make use of that knowledge, you let someone 

unknowledgeable push you around simply because he had a higher rank than you.” 

 The captain got up and moved around to the other side of his desk, sitting in the chair next to Cassie and 

taking her hands into his own. 

 “Here, aboard my ship, I don’t care if you’re the XO or the newest, greenest enlisted man straight out of 

basic training.  If you know something that will effect the mission of this vessel or its crew, make it known!  Even if 

it’s the smallest fact, it could have a huge impact on whether this crew survives its next encounter with the 

unknown.  Never think you can’t speak up just because a lieutenant or a commander has given an order and that is 

that!  This isn’t a simulation anymore.  And believe me, we aren’t living any urban legend.  Do you understand 

now?” 

 “Yes, Captain,” Cassie assured, her smile returning.  “I do understand.” 

 “Very good,” Koester said, returning to his seat behind the desk.  “Welcome aboard, Ensign Koester.  You 

are going to be assigned the operations manager position for the Gamma shift, which stands watch from 1800 to 

2400 hours.  You are due on watch on the bridge in four hours.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Cassie responded, shaking Koester’s offered hand as she stood up.  “Thank you.  It’s great 

to be on board.” 

 

The End 


